APPENDIX A
TAXI TARIFF COMPARISON
District

Cost/Distance

SOUTHAMPTON

Pull off £2.80 for first 110 metes
20p each 110 metres thereafter until distance
travelled of 330 metres 20p each 195 thereafter

12.76

PORTSMOUTH

Pull off £2.20 for the first 274 metres (or 51.43
seconds)
20p each 182.88 metres until fare reaches
£12.60 then 20p each 141.73 metres thereafter

12.80

GOSPORT

Pull off £2.20 for the first 199 metres
20p each 178 metres thereafter

12.80

Pull off £2.20 for first 190 metres 20p each 190
metres thereafter
Reviewed January 2015

FAREHAM (existing)

DISTANCE
For the first 154 metres or part thereof (minimum
charge)
£2.40
For each succeeding 189 metres or part
thereof
20p

HAVANT

Reviewed June 2015
Tariff one – day rate
Fares between 7am and 11pm (except for such
periods as fall within Tariff two and Tariff three)
£2.90 flag and first 160.93 metres (1/10th of a
mile). £0.20p each following 160.93 metres
(1/10th of a mile) or part.

EASTLEIGH

£ per 6 miles

12.00

12.40

14.70

Examples of effect of different increases to tariff
District

Cost/Distance

Fareham (existing)

Pull off £2.20 for first 190 metres 20p each 190
metres thereafter

HC&PH Association proposal
(+8.3%) (rate 1 only shown here)
(pull off + 18%)
For each period of 60 seconds or
part 20p

Pull off £2.60 for the first 180 metres (or part
thereof)
20p each 180 metres thereafter

Easter Sunday currently Rate

1

Recommendation to Executive
(+6.6%)
(Pull-off plus 9%)

£ per 6 miles
12.00

13.00

For each period of 55 seconds or part 20p
That Easter Sunday from 0600 hours till 23:30
hours change to Rate 2.
Pull off £2.40 for the first 180 metres (or part
thereof)
20p each 180 metres thereafter
For each period of 55 seconds or part 20p
That Easter Sunday from 0600 hours till 23:30
hours change to Rate 2.

12.80

